TASTE OF ART
OVER 18,000 WORKS OF ART FROM DIVERSE TIME PERIODS AND CULTURES
ABOUT LUAG

- Over 18,000 works of art from diverse time periods and cultures
- Seven galleries on three campuses
- Two art study centers
- LUAG Reading Room
- 56 outdoor sculptures
Adal Maldonado (ADĀL)

Rev. Pedro Pietri, Out of Focus, Nuyoricans
Photograph
1998
Gift of the Artist, LUF 05 1214
Adál (Adál Alberto Maldonado)
Puerto Rican
1948 - 2021

El Spanglish Sandwich on Plate and Bodega Bag, 2000

Assemblage with photographic image, porcelain, paper bag

LUF 02 1012 A,B | Gift of the artist
ARROZ AND BEANS
SPANGLISH SANDWICH
Adál (Adál Alberto Maldonado)  
Puerto Rican  
1948–2021  
El Spanglish Sandwich on Plate and Bodega Bag, 2000  
Assemblage with photographic image, porcelain, paper bag  
LUF 02 1012 A,B  |  Gift of the artist
“The Nuyorican rendered out of focus in New York belongs to two worlds, but neither is his homeland. He represents the prototype of a cultural hybridization of an orphaned culture... A problem easy to understand but difficult to resolve, is how to function parallel to a US society while preserving the culture......”
El Spanglish Sandwich on Plate and Bodega Bag, 2000

Assemblage with photographic image, porcelain, paper bag

LUF 02 1012 A,B  |  Gift of the artist
Adál (Adál Alberto Maldonado)
Puerto Rican
1948 - 2021

West Side Story Upside Down Sideways Backwards and Out of Focus, 2001

Video

LUAX 12 1002 A | Gift of Ricardo Viera
MAITE GOMEZ-REJÓN
How to Help Hurricane Ian Victims in Puerto Rico

Project HOPE - @ProjectHopeorg

Hispanic Federation - @Hispanic_Federation

Go Fund Me - https://www.gofundme.com/c/act/hurricane-relief/ian
Thank you!

www.luag.org

@luartgalleries